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Do you desire to have more ease and joy in the entire travel process? If so, you’re in the right 
place! I struggled for years with anxiety and overwhelm with travel, often staying up late into the 
night prepping and remembering all of the things needed to be done. I would think I’d have it all 
covered and then would close my eyes only to remember bills that needed to be paid or some 
other thing I’d forgotten. I’d leave the house sweating and tossing things into my bag while 
probably cussing those around me under my breath. Nice way to start a trip, huh? Turns out that 
a huge majority of people experience this and it doesn’t have to be this way!! 

Travel has this way of bringing up lots of things because we have little control over many things 
while traveling so utilizing systems like those I am going to share can help you to control what 
you can so you have the patience and energy to deal with the unexpected things that are bound 
to pop up. 

My husband has been a great teacher for me in this area because while I used to think that 
things just came easily for my him, I learned that before he would do anything, he would 
visualize the experience as he wanted to have it from start to finish. I never did this and almost 
took pride in the fact that I could jump into anything I did and come out okay. Coming out okay 
didn’t mean that it was without stress, sweat, cursing, confusion, etc. It just meant that I could 
figure it out but at 44, I don’t want to feel this level of stress when I travel. I travel because it is 
fun, regardless of it is for work or play, and want to have as much ease as possible. Don’t you? 
And so I began to try visualizing things for myself and WOW!! What a difference it makes and is 
how I try to approach everything. 

I’ve traveled to a wide variety of places, alone, with my son (who is autistic which for me means 
that the more calm I am, the more calm he is) and on coveted trips alone with my husband. Each 
trip has taught me lots and I’ve been keeping what works, altering what doesn’t and have things 
honed in pretty well. Visualizing before each trip has made a really big difference.  

I feel empowered, prepared and organized. I am not only able to set myself up for a successful 
trip but also a relaxing evening the night before and morning of. If something unexpected comes 
up or was overlooked, it’s not a big deal because everything else has been taken care of. I’ve 
actually become a bit of a geek when it comes to this and continue trying to find more and more 
ways to create ease for myself, my family and now you!! How exciting!! 

xoxo 
Margaret 
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When I think about travel these days, I get excited and look forward to the experiences I will be 
having. However, this was not always the case. Travel was stress filled and I dreaded it 
regardless of where we were going and what we were doing because I felt like I was reacting to 
things that came up. This stress did not feel good so I used what I know as a life coach and got 
really curious as to what was actually going on to cause so much tension around this area of my 
life. Diving into this tension and stress really helped me to play around with what I could do to 
shift from feeling like I was always reacting to what I could do to not only feel empowered but 
also feel more ease and joy throughout the whole experience. As part of this book, I hope to help 
alleviate some major causes of stress in order to help you have more ease and joy. 

For me, my biggest sources of travel stress were preparation, expectations and control. 

Preparation 

When you think about all that is involved in preparing for travel, whether it is just you or for 
your family, there are lots of things to take into consideration. The stress doesn’t simply come 
from having to take care of these things. A great deal of tension comes from all of the mental 
energy spent trying to remember all that needs to be taken care of in many different aspects of 
the trip.  

This is really important to consider because when I think about how I used to approach things, I 
would just start doing, taking actions without any real systematic plan. I thought that I was 
doing great because I was “doing” something but it actually increased the mental energy needed 
because I had to remember what I had done as well as what I hadn’t done and this was not easy 
because it wasn’t systematic. I used to feel like I was always putting out random fires or playing 
a game of whack a mole, with me tending to whatever action that caught my attention or came to 
mind. I was totally random and used a lot of energy but nothing really felt like it was getting 
accomplished because there were things missed and overlooked. Then, I would be up all night 
trying to get it all done.  

I used to hit the pillow at bedtime only to remember all of the sneaky details that needed to be 
taken care of in order to leave. I wanted to feel prepared and ready. I didn’t want to start the trip 
exhausted with no energy left to deal with unexpected things that are bound to pop up. I wanted 
the entire journey to be as enjoyable as possible. I wanted to get to our destination with what we 
needed. I didn’t want to be the family getting into an argument in the restaurant entrance 
because we thought we could just walk in. I wanted to create experiences that were enjoyable. 
I’m not expecting perfect, just want to set us up for as much success as possible. 

Preparation involves both mental energy and actual GSD (getting shit done) energy and once I 
began doing things differently, like taking care of the mental stuff first which involves setting 
intentions and visualizing before jumping into action, everything got done efficiently and 
effectively. Noticing how much better this felt, I began keeping track of what I was doing and 
this process is what I want to share with you. (Ex. Mental preparation - visualization, checklists, 
reminders, systems. Active preparation - planning, reservations, packing) 
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This information may be simply a reminder for you to continue doing what works best for you 
when it comes to preparing for things OR if you are where I was years ago, it may help you to get 
you curious about what this might look like for you by sharing examples of what has worked for 
me.  

Expectations 

Have you ever seen situations where people are arguing about dinner choices and the person 
who was put in charge of organizing things is almost in tears because they were doing their best 
but had they known that so and so wasn’t okay with having burgers and hot dogs for dinner, 
they would have made other arrangements.  

Have you ever seen people dragging kids around in the witching hour and then complaining 
because the kids are grumpy or having meltdowns. Expecting people to be different from who 
they are is a set up for misery. 

Over the years I have noticed how much expectations play a role in ruining so many experiences 
when they don’t have to. We are human and it is normal to have expectations based on how we 
hope things will go but if we don't take time to consider the expectations that people in our 
travel party have, or check our own expectations at what we are wanting from those involved in 
our travel experiences, things will escalate in a negative way quickly.  

When I travel, especially with other people, I try to check in about their expectations for things. I 
am also clear about my own expectations. Every person has a different personality, different 
wants and needs and this is wonderful to consider. If people are able to convey this ahead of 
time, choices can be made and expressed based on what we know about ourselves and those in 
our family.  

Control, or More Importantly, Lack of Control 

Unfortunately for us control freaks, when we choose to travel, not being in control is part of the 
deal. We cannot control weather. We cannot control whether or not our airplane needs 
mechanical attention. We cannot control gate changes or road construction or traffic or flight 
crews being delayed getting into an airport. We cannot control what we cannot control so 
placing our energy and attention on this only gets us annoyed and frustrated.  

It is always helpful for me to set an intention around how I want to feel, which will come next, 
and this always helps me to get back on track when things go awry. I consider this to be one of 
the ultimate forms of meditation because finding peace and remembering to breathe when, for 
example, a flight gets canceled or delayed because of mechanical issues is not easy. My brain 
immediately wants to jump to “OMG! I’m never going to get where I’m going!” or “I don’t want 
to get on that plane now because it’s not safe!” Or if you are me with my son, he’ll actually 
verbalize that while sitting on the plane and then I just pray that we don’t get removed from the 
flight.  
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The reality is that you can only respond to and deal with what is actually going on and when 
calm, you are better able to be agile, adjust, and problem solve. I have also found that people are 
more willing to be kind and helpful when I approach them with kindness and understanding.  

Lastly, watch out for “should-ing” on other people. (This also shows up for me as passive 
aggressive sighs or little grunts when someone irritates me. Hey, I’m human too!) “They 
“should” be doing…” or “This ‘shouldn’t’ be …” When I notice this, I take a deep breath and 
realize that the reality of the present moment is that they ARE doing whatever it is that they are 
doing and all I can do is take care of myself. Taking care of ourselves, our own thoughts and 
emotions and doing what we know works best for us is really the best way to handle things when 
they get stressful.  

I’ve targeted some of the more common stresses and you may recognize them in your own life as 
a traveler. Good to know! Notice when they pop up and rather than beating yourself up for old 
patterns, take a breath, wiggle your toes and then do something different. This brings me to 
some important and really empowering things you can do differently as you move forward - 
setting intentions and visualizing in order to set yourself up for more ease and joy while 
traveling. 

Intention and Visualization 
 
Setting Intentions: 

Setting an intention for how you want to feel while you are traveling is like selecting a radio 
station. Simply asking yourself, “What is my intention for this day/experience/trip?” can set you 
up to actually experience that regardless of what happens.  

If my intention is ease and joy, which it almost always is, when something comes up that is 
unexpected, I ask myself, “Knowing what I know, how can I create ease for myself and my 
family?” This then puts my thinking mind to work finding all sorts of different options to try. 
Before I began setting intentions, something unexpected put me into a mindset of “Oh shit!” or 
“This always happens to me, ugh!” My mind would then remember all of the other times that 
things didn’t go as planned and all of the stress that came as a result. Could be the same 
situation but with an intention set, my mind goes somewhere positive and actually productive 
rather than to a place of rehashing negative experiences and feeling stuck.  

Play with setting intentions in lots of different experiences and you’ll start to see what a 
difference it makes!! 

Visualization: 

Visualization is an important and often overlooked step as people, like me, assume that diving 
into action is the most productive way and while action is necessary eventually, visualizing has 
helped me to be much more efficient and effective.  
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Visualize your trip from beginning to end, from wake-up to bedtime, from locking 
the door to returning home. 

Visualizing helps you to be able to generate your checklists and create systems. We all probably 
know that checklists are helpful and important, but they are only a tool to help you not forget 
something. If you don’t take time to get to know what you and your family want or need, no 
checklist will get you there. That is why effective travel planning starts with intention and 
visualization. What do you want your trip to be like? How can you best go about making this 
happen? That is the best place from which to begin creating checklists and systems. 

My super high-tech visualization method video. 

Sit down and get something to take notes with as you go through the categories listed below. 
Don’t worry, this will take only 10-15 minutes (at most) when you are first doing this and 
eventually it will take less time as your brain will already be patterned to think this way. I prefer 
a notebook but if a computer works for you, awesome. I literally go through the trip from the 
time I walk out and lock our door to unlocking the door after the trip. I do the same as I think 
about each day, unless we are doing the same thing each day, so that I have everything covered 
from morning coffee, ski goggles or sunglasses, tips for ski instructor or the babysitter, etc. I jot 
down whatever comes to mind so that I can address it. You many have additional things you’d 
like to add or subtract. I’ve included things that you can use as a jumping off point. 

Transportation 
• How are you getting to where you are going? 

• Transportation to and from airport, hotel, meals, activities, etc. 

Destination 
• Weather 

• Clothing 

• Supplies 

• Activities 

• Dining 

• Organizing and paying those helping you 
(drivers, bellman, babysitter, valets, etc.) 

Back Home 
• Care for those staying behind 

• Things like mail and newspaper put on hold 

• House sitter or someone to look after trash/recycling bins, packages, etc. 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Transportation 

• I create a file folder to hold reservation confirmation for 
flight and hotel as well as boarding passes, car rental or 
driver/shuttle confirmations. I still feel most 
comfortable having papers with confirmations however 
I have recently begun using TripIt.com and LOVE it! 
(Two sample itineraries from past trips shown to the 
right.) It puts all confirmations in one place while 
providing reminders and with the paid subscription, will 
notify you of gate changes or delays right away so that 
you can be aware.  

• Reservations made if flying or renting car 

• Transportation to and from airport (if flying) 

• Activities for children to be entertained during trip and recharging means if it is electronics, 
like a portable charger. We use “Pocket Juice.” Since WiFi isn’t always reliable on planes, I 
make sure to download movies and games ahead of time.  

• Lunchbox with favorite snacks for children to eat during trip. 

• Backpacks for each child with items specific to them 

• If you travel with kids, you most likely have them covered. What about you? Make sure you 
have what YOU need to be comfortable in your bag, like snacks, socks, blanket, earbuds, water 
container to fill after going through security, etc. How can you make it as enjoyable as possible 
for yourself? Movie downloaded on iPad? Books on Kindle? Free Cell game on phone? 
Meditative coloring book with colored pencils or markers? 

Some things that make travel easier -  

TSA Pre-Check (helpful because we don’t have to take everything out of bags and don’t have to 
remove shoes) 

CLEAR (moves you up to the front of the line in airports that have it) 

Each year I gift myself with on airport lounge membership for airlines I frequently use and for 
me it is worth it so if we have delays, I’ve got agents to help and a place to chill with my son. 

I hate getting my car washed so I use the valet service at the airport and get my car washed  
and cleaned while I’m away. Plus with valet, I’m close to the terminal before and after the trip.  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Destination 

Weather 
• The first thing to consider of course is the climate you are going to, the time of year and the 

desired activities to determine what to bring. I like to check the weather for my destination a 
week before I leave because they usually have a 10-day prediction and this can give me a 
temperature range that can help me determine what I might need or want.  

Clothing and Supplies 

• While visualizing the experience, take note of what you plan on doing to help you decide what 
clothing, equipment, outerwear, etc. you will need or want. (Ex. swim gear, ski gear, walking 
around all day like Disney, etc.) 

• I like to think about how I can make it as easy as possible for myself to bring only what I need 
so I like to pick color schemes and plan outfits that are easy to assemble with as few items as 
possible. I bring a carry-on sized suitcase so that means not a lot of shoes. I tend to stick with a 
blue, brown or black color scheme and bring necklaces or scarves to change things up a bit. My 
typical outfits include dark jeans and tops/sweaters or black pants and tops which means that 
I can bring shoes that will fit both jeans and pants. If I’m going somewhere cold, I may wear 
my boots on the plane or fill them with socks and underwear and put them in my suitcase. 

• I utilize packing containers, like these Eagle Creek Pack-It System 
bags pictured on the right. They can be filled with clothing and then 
zip down in order to compress the contents. This helps me fit more 
in my suitcase and I can keep things organized. When packing up to 
return home, I can use some for dirty clothes and some for clean 
ones. This creates additional ease because once home, I just take the 
bags with dirty clothes and take them to laundry room or dump 
contents into laundry basket. 
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• Plane outfit - (click link to the left to see video about my plane outfit) I like to wear a pair of 
NYDJ jeans because they have stretch, are comfortable to wear while walking and sitting and 
they look good. I pair this with a long or quarter sleeve shirt that is long so that I’m not 
showing any skin while putting my bags away. I wear my biggest jacket and wear comfortable 
socks because my feet require that they feel good always! Shoes are destination specific but I 
typically wear the biggest shoe I’m packing to save space. If I’m going somewhere cold, I wear 
my boots. If I’m going somewhere where I’ll be hiking, I wear my hiking shoes. If somewhere 
warm, I either wear slip on shoes or flip flops. 

Pro Tip: 

• If you tend to do certain activities each year - like skiing or snorkeling - but don’t need them 
regularly, keep all of the supplies necessary for those activities in a common place so you 
don’t have to be searching around in multiple places. I have a box or bin filled with clothes 
that are unique to cold climates. I keep things like ski pants, jackets, mittens, gloves, hats, 
long underwear, neck gaiters and long socks in there and just have to pull it out and place it 
into suitcase. I keep my ski boot bag next to the box which holds boots as well as helmet and 
goggles. I also have a bin that during the winter, holds my swimsuits, coverups, flip flops 
and sun hats for warm climate trips. 
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Activities: 

• I like to map out activities, even just having a loose 
schedule can be super helpful so everyone knows up front 
what certain expectations are AND can choose whether or 
not to participate. This also helps me to know if I need to 
make reservations, sign up for things or purchase passes in 
advance.  

• HERE is a link to an email, also shown on the right, that 
I sent my sister for a Disney trip we took together. I 
wanted her to know what I had scheduled and also to see 
if she wanted to adjust anything knowing her family. 
One of the best, most stress-free trips ever! 

• Dining - breakfast, lunch, dinner 

• Activity tickets or passes (amusement park tickets, museum tickets, ski lift pass, etc.) 

• Babysitter for dinner out  

• Schedule lessons if going somewhere that this applies, like ski trips or beach trips that teach 
surfing, snorkeling or paddle-boarding.  

• Schedule pampering activities like spa visits if desired. 

• If you are someone who loves to be on the go, look into tour guides, safaris, boat excursions or 
jeep drives. 
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Dining: 

• Food to have in room (basic snacks so kids can eat when hungry or between reservations). I 
usually have baggies with nuts, olives, Cheerios, crackers and fruit snacks that I stick in my 
suitcase or backpack so that if we get hungry between meals, we have preferred options easily 
accessible.  

• If you like to have adult beverages in your room and don’t want to have to find the nearest 
ABC or wine store, most resort towns have wine/beer/alcohol delivery services that the 
concierge or Google can help you find. We’ve also used instacart.com and wine.com. 
Regardless of what you choose, obviously someone has to be 21 to accept package.  

Pro Tip: Grocery delivery service is handy and puts you back in control of what you get to eat 
while traveling. It allows you to order food that you like and have it delivered to your room 
(most hotels have one they recommend and services like Instacart are spreading around the 
country). This can get pricey but if you don’t want to hassle with grocery stores or be at the 
mercy of hotel food from the commissary or expensive room service, this is a great option.  

• Make dining reservations if necessary. Some places require them and can be difficult to get in 
to more popular restaurants without them.  

• Inquire about local restaurants that offer delivery or pick up service. 

• Most restaurants have menus available online for you to look at ahead of time in case there are 
special dietary restrictions. This is also a pretty good indicator of whether or not this is a child 
friendly restaurant or not.  
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Helpers: 

• Schedule/reserve transportation to and from your location if not renting a car. 

• Reserve a babysitter if having an adult night out for dinner. Most hotel concierges can direct 
you to a babysitting service that they use.  

• Cash for tips (driver, bell service, instructors, babysitters) 

Pro Tip: 

Create a “Reminder” list on phone for any specific trips that you take 
so that you don’t have to redo this process each time - include even the 
obvious things like Drivers License or sunglasses. 

 

Traveling to another time zone: 

When traveling to another time zone, I try to get 
onto that time zone as soon as possible. Simply 
setting my watch ahead or behind helps my brain to 
start syncing up with what I’d be doing at that time.  

I’ve done this for small time zone differences and 
recently did this while traveling to and from the 
Maldives with an overnight stop in Dubai. This was 
a 12 hour difference and so I actually made a chart 
and mapped out when I should eat as though it is 
dinner and when I should sleep or take a nap. 
(photo here is from my notebook) 

This doesn’t prevent jet lag 100% but it has helped 
me to not be too far off once I reach my destination.  
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What’s Happening Back Home: 

• If you have pets, schedule boarding or a pet sitter for them.  
• If you have plants that need to be watered, find someone you trust to water them for you. 
• Mail delivery held for longer trips unless you have someone watching your house 
• Cleaning service canceled or notified of you being gone (leave a check if they’ll still come) 
• Trustworthy neighbor or police watch to check on home 
• Place your lights on timers and adjust your thermostat 
• Garbage and recycling bins out for garbage day if you’ll be gone on your day 
• Toss out food that will go bad before you leave and take the garbage out before you leave so 

you don’t return to a stinky house (Trust me, not at all a nice welcome home gift!). I usually do 
this right before we leave.  

• Grocery delivery, like Instacart, scheduled for after you arrive home and/or allow yourself 
some ease upon reentry by getting take out.  

Miscellaneous: 

• Notify credit cards of travel if they require it 
• Bring rewards or related cards if you have them (hotels, rental car, redeemable points cards, 

etc.) 
• If traveling for a vacation, allow yourself to truly vacate and set an “Out of Office” response for 

email and/or voicemail so that you aren’t constantly fielding emails or calls. The “Do Not 
Disturb” setting on my phone has been a new favorite of mine.  

Post-Travel Tips: 

• One of the things that I find really helpful is to make some notes right after the trip has 
happened. Just as I visualize the trip from start to finish while planning, it’s just as important 
to look back on the trip to get information to help with future travel experiences.  

• I visualize the past trip and think about…  
• what really worked well 
• what didn’t work quite so well 
• what could be done differently in the future 

• I refill my travel sized containers and put them in my travel bin so that the next time I travel, 
they are filled and ready to go. 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If leaving kids behind for adult only trip: 

This used to stress me out big time! Having been a teacher as well as a substitute teacher before 
my first job, having sub plans is necessary when passing the torch of care to another person. The 
more clear the plans, the better things flow for both the caregiver and the children. I took that 
knowledge and created sub plans for my son and dog.  

It is a document saved on my computer that I just have to open and update before a trip to make 
any changes. I print it out and it can stay on the counter for caregivers to refer back to if 
necessary. I’ve included my actual sub plans at the end of this book. 

My sub plans include… 

• general day schedule with wake up times, breakfast, lunch, snack and dinner preferences, 
bedtime routine, bath routine AND a day by day schedule so they know what happens each 
day and can cross it off if they want :-)  

• food and beverage (I also ask the people watching him what they’d like to have to make things 
easy for them. Most people give general stuff and then shop for themselves once here) 

• activities and address/phone number/directions to activities 

• phone numbers of important people (doctors, therapists, school, friends, sitters, etc.)  

• medical release form (I just write that I give the caregiver permission to seek medical care for 
him and leave the insurance card.) 

• money for activities, groceries and unexpected stuff 
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Packing 

One thing I’ve learned is the need to keep things simple by 
using systems so that my brain doesn’t have to remember 
things. Here I’ll share some of these systems that take only a 
little bit of planning after visualizing and then BAM! so much 
more ease. 

I only bring a carry on suitcase and a backpack because they 
both hold all I need while on any trip, even while traveling for a 
month. Click here to see a video on what I have in my backpack. 

 
Travel Bin (click link)  

I keep a travel bin in my bathroom cupboard that is 
filled with items that I like to use while traveling so I 
don’t have to be searching and gathering things up at 
the last minute. 

When I return from a trip, I make sure that as I’m 
unpacking, I refill anything that needs to be refilled or 
add items to my grocery list so that I get them while 
they are still fresh in my mind.  

Items in my bin: 

• refillable containers for shampoo, conditioner, face and body wash 
• bar soap in my favorite scent 
• travel toothbrush, toothpaste, deodorant 
• lip balm 
• earbuds or headphones (My current ones are Bose noise canceling ear buds though I’ve used 

the Bose ear covering ones as well. My son has a pair of Skull Candy headphones because he 
doesn’t like them to be tight on his ears and doesn’t like ear buds.) 

• lotions - sunscreen, night cream, etc. If you can’t find travel sized, I use refillable containers.  
• laundry detergent (If you use pods, you can put those into a baggie. I use liquid Meyers 

detergent and use a refillable container that I place into a baggie in case of leaks.) 
• sleep mask 
• chargers (one of my favorite hack is to bring one of those multiple outlet with usb ports 

adapter to plug into outlet to charge all of my stuff at the hotel) 
• out of country adapters and transformers 
• a couple of quart sized ziplock bags  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Sample Packing Lists 

Here are some examples of packing lists that I’ve created and have on my phone’s “Reminders” 
app. 

General: 

• coffee packets 
• razor 
• shampoo 
• conditioner 
• soap/body wash 
• facial cleanser 
• ibuprofen/benadryl (adult and/or kids) 
• sunscreen 
• lip balm 
• toothbrush/toothpaste 
• makeup 
• hairbrush 
• dryer (?) 
• straightener or curling iron 
• ponytail holder and clips 
• iPad/charger 
• iPhone/charger 
• computer/charger 
• earbuds/charger 
• sunglasses 
• outfits 
• pjs 
• swimsuit (?) 
• socks 
• underwear 
• shoes 
• small purse 
• travel snacks 
• shows/movies on iPad 
• adapters 
• drivers license and/or passport 
• sleep mask 
• camera (?) 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Ski Trip Packing List: 

• boots 
• helmet and speakers 
• goggles 
• 2 pairs ski socks 
• 2 pairs regular socks 
• underwear 
• bras - sport and regular 
• smart wool under layer - top and bottom 
• fleece under layer 
• fleece jacket 
• wind pants 
• wind jacket 
• nano hoodie 
• gaiter 
• balaclava 
• gloves 
• regular boots 
• ugg slippers 
• dinner outfit/s 
• lounging outfit/s  
• plane outfit 
• pjs 
• ski rental - ski butler 
• ski lift tickets/passes 
• groceries and wine to be delivered or shipped 
• ski lessons 

Beach Trip Packing List: 

• swimsuits 
• coverups 
• hat 
• sunglasses 
• flip flops 
• dinner outfits 
• lounging outfits 
• plane outfit 
• pjs 
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Disney Trip Reminder List: 

(I use my general packing list for a trip like this and these are trip specific things I need to 
remember to take care of.) 

• Disney Rewards Card (points transferred) 
• park passes - annual passes 
• Magic Bands (unless they are being delivered to hotel) 
• groceries and wine to be delivered or shipped 
• dining reservations 
• FastPass reservations 
• laundry detergent, ponchos and umbrellas 
• flights 
• car service 
• special event tickets 

I also highly encourage using packing lists with your children if they can read. I usually give my 
son a laundry basket or tote bag and this list and have him put the items in the basket so that I 
still have an opportunity to check and make sure he’s bringing appropriate things and I can pack 
things in his suitcase the way I like to pack. If you are comfortable handing it all over to them, by 
all means do so! I’ve tried this on our ranch trips and he’s gotten there without underwear or 
socks so we are not at that point yet - ha! 

My Son’s General Packing List: 

• Plane outfit - socks, underpants, pants, shirt 
• blanket and sheet (he loves his sheet!) 
• 3 pairs underpants 
• 3 pairs socks (none with holes) 
• 2 pairs pants 
• 2 pairs shorts 
• 3 shirts 
• 2 swimsuits 
• goggles 
• 3 pairs pj bottoms (he doesn’t ever wear the tops) 
• iPhone, iPod, iPad and chargers 
• pocket juice 
• tops (he’s gotta have his tops to spin!) 
• headphones 
• toothbrush/toothpaste 
• deodorant and face wipes 
• lunchbox with straws and snacks you want on the plane 
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Clothing 

Climate and Temperature Range: 

Daytime Activities: 

Number of Dinners Out: 

Pants/Jeans/shorts: 

Skirts/Dresses: 

Shirts/Sweaters/Blouses: 

Active Wear: 

Pajamas: 

Undergarments/Socks: 

Shoes: 

Hats: 

Accessories: 
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Transportation 

Flights: 

To: 

From: 

Car Rental/Driver/Shuttle Service: 

Transportation required during trip: 

Tip Money: 

Activities 
This can be broken down into all members of your party so that you can make sure everyone is 
covered.  

Recreation/Lessons: 

Sight-seeing/Tours: 

Dining: 

Babysitting Service: 
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Sample “Sub” Plans: 
AW and Jack Sitting 

Margaret cell: 
Michael cell: 

Meals: 

Breakfast:  
Sausages - 3 on plate in microwave - press time button (2:30) and then power button 
until it says 5 

Lunch: 
cup kind mac and cheese 
hot dogs 
pickles 
yokids yogurt squeezer 
goldfish crackers or pretzels 
fruit 

Dinner: 
cucumber, pepper strips or green beans 
apple cut into cubes, orange, orange melon, watermelon, strawberries 
Chicken meatballs, chicken tenders or hot dogs if he hasn’t had them for lunch 
pasta with butter and cream 

Snacks (pour them into a bowl or he’ll eat the whole box/bag): 
nilla wafers 
goldfish crackers 
teddy grahams 
cheezits 
cheerios 
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Day Schedule: 

Morning: 
He usually wakes up between 6-7. He likes to come down and snuggle wherever Jack is. 
He showers - remind him to set timer. Also text him around 7:50 to come down and eat. 
He uses electronics while eating.  

Dinner time: 
Dinner and shower. Even when he has had Chik-Fil-A he will want a full dinner around 
6:30. 

Bedtime: 
Turn in electronics at 8:00.  
He sleeps with his iPad on his white noise app and the lights in the room off. 

Monday: 
• Lunch 

• School 12-3:30 

• Yoga at KidVentures OT from 4-5 (leave home at 3:35). 

5524 Bee Caves Rd Bldg. L, Austin, TX 78746 (512) 327-4499 

• Pick up Jack and Chik-Fil-A while he’s at Yoga 

• Chik Fil A order: 

• Pick up AW at 4:50 - you have to go in and get him 

• Home 

Tuesday: 
• Teacher here from 8-4 for homeschool. They usually do field trips on Tuesdays. 

• Jack home 

• Cleaning lady comes. I’ve already put money in her bin. 

Wednesday: 
• Teacher here from 8-2:30 for homeschool 

• Jack to Doggie Daycare 

• Teacher takes AW to OT and Group at 3:00 

• Pick up Jack and Chik-Fil-A while he’s at Yoga 

• Pick up AW at 4:50  

• Home 
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Thursday: 
• Teacher here from 8-4 

• Home 

Friday: 
• Teacher here from 8-12 

Saturday and Sunday: 

Jack 

If he is at door or barks at you, he needs to go out.  
His supplies are in the pantry 
Make sure he has food and water. 
Put him in his crate when not supervised. 
He is a nice and non-intrusive sleeping buddy. :-)  
He LOVES doggie daycare! 
He can slip out of his collar on walks so please use the slip collar that is attached to the 
leash. Getting it on is usually fun as he is so excited and will try to throw himself into it - 
ha!! 

Phone Numbers: 

Teacher: 

Kidventures:  

5524 Bee Caves Rd Bldg. L, Austin, TX 78746 (512) 327-4499 

Hill Country Animal Hospital (Doggie Daycare for Jack)  

7023 Bee Caves Road  |  Austin, TX (512) 329-5177 

Lakeway Urgent Care Dr. Vik: 

Hours are 8 a.m.- 4 p.m. M-F, 8 a.m. - 12 p.m. Sa-Su 

1518 Ranch Road 620 S, Bldg H, Ste 100 (512) 524-2290 
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Meredith (neighbor and friend of mine): 

Dana (friend and wife of KMW’s partner): 

Passwords: 

• computer 
• passcode for restrictions on AW’s electronics 
• wireless 

Insurance Information: 
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